COMMANDCENTRAL JAIL HYBRID INTERFACES

To provide your team with the vital insights they need to be successful, CommandCentral Jail Hybrid offers bi-directional application interfaces that source data from arresting officers, partner agencies and even third party systems, and inject it directly into workflows to improve awareness and efficiency. In addition, CommandCentral Jail Hybrid shares data with third party systems within your correctional facility for improved workflows.

STANDARD BUNDLE

Livescan (One-Way) Interface
The CommandCentral Jail Livescan (One-Way) Interface enables the import of mugshots and other Livescan data in CommandCentral Jail. Also available as a system-specific interface with Idemia Livescan applications.

VINE® Interface
The CommandCentral Jail VINE Interface sends offender information including demographic, incident, victim and offense data to the VINE (Victim Information and Notification Everyday) service, which automatically notifies registered victims of changes in an offender’s custody status or court schedule.

STANDARD ADD-ON

Pre-Booking Outbound Interface
The CommandCentral Jail Pre-Booking Outbound Interface sends basic arrest data, including offender demographics and other booking data to an external application to enable coordinating facilities to more efficiently process longer-term inmate stays or inmate transfers.
PLUS BUNDLE

**Livescan (Two-Way) Interface**
The CommandCentral Jail Livescan (Two-Way) Interface automatically sends offender demographic and arrest data to your facility’s Livescan application, pre-populating fields in the Livescan software and thereby significantly reducing the time needed for fingerprinting during the booking and intake process. This interface also imports additional data along with mugshots back to CommandCentral Jail from the Livescan application, further simplifying the booking process. *Also available as a system-specific interface with Idemia Livescan applications.*

**VINE® Interface**
The CommandCentral Jail VINE Interface sends offender information including demographic, incident, victim and offense data to the VINE service, which automatically notifies registered victims of changes in an offender’s custody status or court schedule.

**Inmate Calling Interface**
The CommandCentral Jail Inmate Calling Interface is a one-way, outbound data interface that sends the inmate information needed to create and modify inmate calling accounts to complementary jail telephone software applications. This significantly reduces the resources needed to create and modify calling accounts for inmates within the correctional facility. *Also available as a system-specific interface with Securus or IC Solutions inmate calling applications.*

**Commissary Interface**
The CommandCentral Jail Commissary Interface is a one-way, outbound data interface that sends the inmate information needed to create and modify inmate commissary accounts in complementary jail commissary software applications. With the automatic creation and modification of commissary accounts for inmates saves significant resources and enables personnel to focus on higher priority tasks. *Also available as a system-specific interface with Keefe or trinity Services commissary applications.*
**PLUS ADD-ONS**

**Court Schedule Interface**
The CommandCentral Jail Court Schedule Interface sends case information to external court management applications, which are then able to send case numbers back to CommandCentral Jail. This enables the booking record in CommandCentral Jail to be linked to the case within the court management application and receive automatic hearing schedule updates.

**Court to District Attorney Interface**
The CommandCentral Jail Court to District Attorney (DA) Interface packages and sends case record information and attachments for that record to court management applications used by prosecutors, enabling the DA records to be efficiently updated with CommandCentral Jail case data.

**Court to Case Interface**
The CommandCentral Jail Court to Case Interface sends case information to external court management applications, while also importing case disposition information back into CommandCentral Jail, including case status, sentencing updates, conditions and served warrants. This interface enables facilities to efficiently complete sentencing calculations and stay up-to-date on inmate cases as they move through the judicial system.

**Court Warrant Interface**
The CommandCentral Jail Warrant Interface checks external records or court management applications for warrant data and imports this into CommandCentral Jail. This interface enables facilities to serve warrants and update records according to the latest warrant data available, in addition to sending served warrant status back to the originating records or court management system.

**Pre-Booking Inbound Interface**
The CommandCentral Jail Pre-Booking Inbound Interface imports booking data from an external records management or booking application that is used for field-based arrest workflows. Arrest report data entered into these systems are able to be automatically fed into CommandCentral Jail via this interface to start the booking process, matching new arrests to previous offenders if relevant and pre-populating key booking information to further streamline the booking and intake process.

**Classification Export Interface**
The CommandCentral Jail Classification Export Interface is a one-way, outbound data interface that sends the inmate information needed to create and modify classifications in complementary jail classification software applications. For end users, this automates the creation and modification of classifications for inmates within the correctional facility’s classification application.

**Inmate RFID / Cell Check Interface**
The CommandCentral Jail Inmate RFID / Cell Check Interface sends inmate demographic data, housing information and mugshots to complementary inmate tracking applications, simplifying the inmate tracking process and enabling facilities to complete cell checks more efficiently and accurately. Future enhancements will include import of data including activity logs back to CommandCentral Jail from inmate tracking systems. Also available as a system-specific interface with the Guardian RFID inmate tracking application.

**Health Records Interface**
The CommandCentral Jail Health Records Interface is a one-way, outbound data interface that sends inmate information needed to create and modify inmate health records in complementary jail health records software applications. For the end user, this automates the creation and modification of health records for inmates within the correctional facility’s inmate health records application. Also available as a system-specific interface with CorEMR and Equivant inmate health records applications.

**Video Visitation Interface**
The CommandCentral Jail Video Visitation Interface sends inmate demographic data, housing information, restrictions and events data to complementary inmate video visitation applications. For the end user, this automates the creation and modification of accounts for inmates within the correctional facility’s inmate video visitation application. Also available as a system-specific interface with Securus video visitation application.
THE COMMANDCENTRAL PLATFORM

CommandCentral Jail is your path forward for maintaining order and peace in your jail. But, it’s also a part of something more. We build software for mission-critical environments where every second matters. By unifying big data and streamlining workflows from call to case closure, our CommandCentral Platform puts your information to better use, improves safety for critical personnel and helps keep your focus on the communities you serve. Learn more at www.motorolasolutions.com/software.

For more information about CommandCentral Jail Hybrid, visit www.motorolasolutions.com/Jail